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Key developments and challenges
The government has taken steps to contain the fiscal 
deficit in the wake of the recession and the crisis in 
external capital markets. Continued efforts in 2010 will 
be important to bolster financial market confidence, but 
also to gradually reduce Hungary’s tax burden, which 
would ultimately benefit private investors. 

The banking sector has weathered the financial crisis 
reasonably well, although government guarantees and 
liquidity injections have provided significant support.  
The challenge for the banking system is to increase  
its reliance on domestic sources of funding and revive 
credit growth without undue government intervention. 

Hungary has established itself as an important location 
for export-oriented international companies from western 
Europe. Sustaining this role, especially in capital-
intensive sectors, will require stable policies, particularly 
those concerning the tax regime and tariff-setting 
by utilities. 

Country data 
Population (in millions)  10.1
Area (’000 sq km)  93.0
GDP (in billion US$, 2008) 155.9
Average transition score (scale: 1 to 4.33)  3.96

Progress in structural reform  

Business environment and competition
In light of the need to bring government finances back onto  
a sustainable footing, the government has not yet been in  
a position to meaningfully lower the corporate tax burden. 
However, the tax reductions on wage income and reductions  
in employers’ social security contributions may help to contain 
labour costs for investors. Investor surveys, such as the 
2008/09 Business Environment and Enterprise Performance 
Survey (BEEPS IV), indicate that Hungarian firms still see 
political uncertainty as the main obstacle to their operations 
and growth. The quality of Hungary’s market-regulating bodies, 
by contrast, is on a par with the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD) average, although the 
BEEPS also found that labour regulations and the time taken  
to obtain business licences and permits were seen to be 
obstacles. Hungary maintains its positive attitude towards 
foreign direct investment (FDI), and major companies have 
continued relocating their operations there, including those that 
are knowledge-intensive, such as research and development. 
The expansion of foreign operations in the pharmaceuticals 
and semi-conductor industries is notable in this regard. 

Infrastructure
The continuing uncertainty in the international financial markets 
has meant there remain substantial risks to the viability of 
public-private partnerships in the infrastructure sector. In this 
context, Hungary’s success in awarding the concession for  
the M6 motorway was important, even though a tender for the  
M3 motorway was cancelled as EU cohesion funds are to be 

utilised. The government has also approved a long-awaited 
reform strategy that will assist in the restructuring of the 
railway sector. 

Hungary’s electricity market has been fully liberalised since 
early 2008. Nevertheless, the incumbent state-owned power 
company, MVM, retains its dominant position, including its 
long-term power purchase agreements, and retail prices have 
not declined. MVM has exclusive rights to buy over 70 per cent 
of electricity output, thus impeding competition. The 
government has changed a law that protected domestic energy 
companies from foreign take-overs, a provision that had been 
challenged by the European Commission. The investment 
environment for energy suppliers was, however, adversely 
impacted by the government’s unilateral change of the pricing 
formula for gas supplies. The change reflected an attempt  
to shield households from tariff increases following the 
depreciation of the currency and the ensuing dispute with  
an important foreign investor was resolved only after some 
delay. The government also imposed a windfall tax on energy 
companies to counteract profits made during the period of 
record energy prices in early 2008. 

Financial sector
By mid-2009 prudential indicators of the banking sector 
remained solid with profitability supported by cost reductions, 
capital adequacy that was well above the regulatory minimum 
and a still relatively low share of non-performing loans. 
Nevertheless, the long period of rapid credit growth and the 
deterioration in banks’ lending standards underline the risks to 
future bank asset quality should the recession be prolonged. 
Some 70 per cent of banking sector loans to the private sector 
are denominated in foreign currencies and for households 
alone, this represents an exposure of 25 per cent of GDP.  
Such risky lending practices were only belatedly reined in by 
the supervisor, whose powers are now being expanded. In 
September 2009 the government and most commercial banks 
agreed a code of conduct on retail lending. The government 
also put in place a mortgage debt service guarantee scheme 
that would safeguard debt service of households without 
eroding credit discipline of households.

The foreign-owned bank subsidiaries that dominate the market 
are also setting tighter lending standards. For instance, loans 
in Swiss francs, which previously characterised the mortgage 
market, are now heavily restricted. European parent banks have 
confirmed their commitment to their exposure in Hungary, and 
their respective supervisors are cooperating closely with their 
counterparts in Hungary. Nevertheless, credit to the private 
sector is expected to decline in real terms, as banks seek  
to reduce their exposures, and demand for new credit  
remains subdued. 

Social reform
Over many years, Hungary’s traditionally high tax burden  
and generous social programmes have eroded incentives  
for employment and encouraged the growth of the informal 
economy. Within central Europe and the Baltic states (CEB), 
Hungary still has the highest share of social protection 
spending and the lowest rate of labour force participation. 
Under the fiscal reforms adopted in the spring of 2009 the 
retirement age was raised, pension benefits circumscribed  
and household subsidies for energy and other expenses were 
eliminated. Significantly, income taxes were reduced, and the 
revenue base shifted toward consumption and wealth. These 
reforms may improve labour market efficiency and contribute  
to raising long-term growth.

Hungary



Fiscal balance and current account balance
■ Fiscal balance (% of GDP)   ■ Current account balance (% of GDP)

Interest rates and inflation
■ Money market rate (% average-over-period)   ■ Consumer price index (% year-on-year)

Macroeconomic performance

Given its openness to intra-European trade, and a high level 
of external debt, Hungary was severely impacted by the 
international financial crisis affecting the region in the autumn 
of 2008. Domestic factors, especially the urgent fiscal 
stabilisation efforts and credit retrenchment by domestic 
banks, accentuated the downturn in external demand. The 
expected contraction in GDP in 2009 (of about 6.5 per cent)  
is on a par with that of many other countries in the region,  
but comes after several years of weak growth. 

To mitigate the risks of the crisis, an International Monetary 
Fund (IMF)-led financing programme was introduced in October 
2008 (with the European Union providing about one-third of the 
€20 billion package). Hungary’s public debt rose to 72 per cent 
of GDP at the end of 2008 and ensuring a sustainable path for 
public finances remains a key objective of this programme. The 
government, which has only a one-year mandate, implemented 
large spending cuts in the spring of 2009 (in the areas of 
public sector wages, pensions, and other social expenditures), 
in addition to the tax reforms that will ease the tax burden  
on wages. Given the impact of the domestic recession on 
revenues, the target of 3.9 per cent of GDP for 2009’s deficit 
still represents a considerable tightening in the fiscal stance 
compared with previous years. 

The impact of the forint devaluation on domestic demand and 
on the quality of banking loans to households emerged as a 
key concern during the financial crisis. In response to the 
pressures on the currency, the National Bank of Hungary (NBH) 
has steadily raised interest rates since early 2008, including  
a hike of 300 basis points (bps) in October 2008. 

The international capital market environment had considerably 
improved by mid-2009. Risk spreads, as measured through 
credit default swaps, declined from over 629 bps in March 
2009 to under 220 bps in early October 2009, and the forint 
recovered most of the losses made since October 2008. This 
underpinned the government’s further issuance programme in 
the domestic and international bond markets; from July 2009 
the NBH resumed the reductions in its policy interest rate. 

Outlook and risks

In the third quarter of 2009 the absence of inflationary risks 
and the relatively benign investor sentiment appeared to open 
the way for further reductions in interest rates by the NBH. 
Such a monetary policy stimulus may be necessary, as there is 
no scope for any easing of the fiscal stance. However, growth 
will remain subdued, reflecting the slow pace of recovery in the 
eurozone and the likelihood of a further retrenchment in credit 
to the private sector. 

Over the medium term, Hungary’s key challenge remains that  
of ensuring public finances are sustainable. Market sentiment 
remains fragile, and the assessment of debt sustainability is 
highly sensitive to the outlook for funding conditions. Therefore 
further expenditure cuts may well be necessary in 2010. In 
addition, reductions in Hungary’s still very high tax rates would 
stimulate private investment and raise the long-term 
growth rate.
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Real GDP (1989=100)
■ Hungary   ■ Average, transition countries

Transition indicators 2009
■ Hungary   ■ Maximum, transition countries   ■ Minimum, transition countries
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Structural and institutional change indicators

Liberalisation  
and privatisation

Current account convertibility 
– full

Controls on inward direct 
investment – no

Interest rate liberalisation – 
full

Exchange rate regime – 
floating

Wage regulation – no

Tradeability of land – full 
except foreigners

Business environment  
and competition 

Competition office – yes

Quality of insolvency law – 
medium

Secured transactions law – 
advanced 

 
Infrastructure

Telecoms regulatory 
assessment compliance – full

Independence of the 
electricity regulator – full

Separation of railway 
infrastructure from operations 
– full

Independence of the road 
directorate – full

 
Financial sector

Capital adequacy ratio –  
8 per cent

Deposit insurance system – 
yes

Private pension funds – yes

 
Social reform

Share of population living in 
poverty – <2.0 per cent 
(2004)

Government expenditure on 
health – 5.5 per cent of GDP 
(2005)

Government expenditure on 
education – 5.8 per cent of 
GDP (2005)

Household expenditure  
on power and water –  
10.9 per cent 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Enterprises
Privatisation revenues (cumulative, in per cent of GDP)  30.9 31.5 32.0 33.3 33.5 33.6 na
Private sector share in GDP (in per cent) 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0
Private sector share in employment (in per cent)  77.3 76.9 77.3 77.3 78.0 78.1 na
Budgetary subsidies and current transfers (in per cent of GDP) 3.3 3.8 3.8 4.1 4.0 4.1 na
Share of industry in total employment (in per cent) 33.3 32.8 32.4 32.3 32.6 32.1 na
Change in labour productivity in industry (in per cent) 5.5 5.7 5.3 4.6 3.8 -5.2 na
Investment/GDP (in per cent) 25.1 26.3 24.2 24.3 23.8 23.7 na
EBRD index of small-scale privatisation 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3
EBRD index of large-scale privatisation 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
EBRD index of enterprise reform 3.3 3.3 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7

Markets and trade 
Share of administered prices in CPI (in per cent) 15.7 16.2 16.3 16.2 16.9 16.2 na
Number of goods with administered prices in EBRD-15 basket 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 na
Share of trade with non-transition countries (in per cent) 82.4 80.8 77.1 73.7 72.8 70.0 na
Share of trade in GDP (in per cent) 127.1 133.0 136.9 154.2 158.3 161.4 na
Tariff revenues (in per cent of imports) 1.3 0.3 0.1 na na na na
EBRD index of price liberalisation 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3
EBRD index of forex and trade liberalisation  4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3
EBRD index of competition policy 3.0 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3

Financial sector 
Number of banks (foreign-owned) 38 (29) 38 (27) 38 (27) 40 (28) 40 (27) 39 (25) na
Asset share of state-owned banks (in per cent) 7.4 6.6 7.0 7.4 3.7 3.5 na
Asset share of foreign-owned banks (in per cent) 83.5 63.0 82.6 82.9 64.2 84.0 na
Non-performing loans (in per cent of total loans) 3.8 3.6 3.1 2.9 2.8 3.3 na
Domestic credit to private sector (in per cent of GDP) 41.0 44.6 49.8 54.1 59.1 67.6 na
Domestic credit to households (in per cent of GDP)  10.9 12.8 15.6 18.4 21.6 27.4 na
– Of which mortgage lending (in per cent of GDP) 8.0 9.5 11.5 13.8 16.4 21.5 na
Stock market capitalisation (in per cent of GDP) 18.3 25.0 31.6 33.8 32.3 12.1 na
Stock trading volume (in per cent of market capitalisation) 46.5 57.6 78.0 83.7 106.0 93.0 na
Eurobond issuance (in per cent of GDP) 0.5 4.2 6.1 6.0 2.7 2.1 na
EBRD index of banking sector reform 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
EBRD index of reform of non-bank financial institutions 3.7 3.7 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Infrastructure 
Fixed-line (mobile) penetration rate (per 100 inhabitants) 35.6 (78.4) 35.3 (86.4) 33.9 (92.5) 33.4 (99.1) 32.4 (109.9) 30.9 (122.1) na
Internet users (per 100 inhabitants) 21.6 28.1 37.1 45.1 52.0 54.9 na
Railway labour productivity (1989=100) 133.9 145.1 160.8 177.5 173.2 178.3 na
Residential electricity tariffs (USc kWh) 11.4 13.5 14.8 14.4 18.8 22.5 na
Average collection rate, electricity (in per cent) 99 99 99 99 99 100 na
GDP per unit of energy use (PPP in US dollars per kgoe) 5.6 6.1 6.2 na na na na
EBRD index of infrastructure reform 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7
– Electric power 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
– Railways 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.7 3.7 3.7
– Roads 3.3 3.3 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7
– Telecommunications 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
– Water and wastewater 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0



Macroeconomic indicators
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2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Estimate

2009 
Projection

Output and expenditure (Percentage change in real terms)
GDP 4.3 4.7 3.9 4.0 1.2 0.6 -6.5
– Private consumption 8.3 2.7 3.4 1.7 0.6 -0.5 na
– Public consumption 5.1 1.6 2.1 3.8 -7.5 0.7 na
– Gross fixed capital formation 2.2 7.9 5.8 -3.7 1.8 -2.6 na
– Exports of goods and services 6.2 15.0 11.3 18.6 16.4 4.8 na
– Imports of goods and services 9.3 13.7 7.0 14.8 13.4 4.7 na
Industrial gross output 4.4 3.7 3.9 5.1 4.8 -7.8 na
Agricultural gross output -0.2 54.1 -3.9 -6.6 -21.4 54.5 na

Employment1 (Percentage change)
Labour force (annual average) 1.4 0.1 0.8 1.0 -0.2 -0.7 na
Employment (annual average)1 1.3 -0.6 0.0 0.7 -0.1 -1.2 na

(In per cent of labour force)
Unemployment (end-year) 5.9 6.1 7.2 7.5 7.4 7.8 na

Prices and wages (Percentage change)
Consumer prices (annual average) 4.7 6.8 3.6 3.9 8.0 6.1 4.5
Consumer prices (end-year) 5.7 5.5 3.5 6.6 7.6 3.5 6.0
Producer prices (annual average) 2.4 3.5 4.3 6.5 0.2 5.3 na
Producer prices (end-year) 6.2 1.6 4.5 4.5 1.6 -0.8 na
Gross average monthly earnings in economy (annual average) 12.0 6.1 8.8 8.2 8.0 7.5 na

Government sector (In per cent of GDP)
General government balance2 -7.2 -6.4 -7.8 -9.3 -4.9 -3.4 -3.9
General government expenditure 49.1 48.9 50.1 51.9 49.6 49.6 na
General government debt 58.1 59.4 61.8 65.6 65.7 72.6 na

Monetary sector (Percentage change)
Broad money (M2, end-year) 13.6 9.9 13.0 11.8 8.6 10.2 na
Domestic credit (end-year) 21.0 14.1 16.3 18.5 12.8 18.5 na

(In per cent of GDP)
Broad money (M2, end-year) 45.3 45.6 48.4 50.1 50.8 53.5 na

Interest and exchange rates (In per cent per annum, end-year)
Refinance rate 12.5 9.5 6.0 8.0 7.5 10.0 na
Interbank interest rate (up to 30-day maturity) 12.2 9.7 6.1 8.1 7.6 10.1 na
Deposit rate weighted average (fixed for less than 1 year) 8.7 9.1 5.2 7.4 6.8 9.9 na
Lending rate weighted average (maturing within 1 year) 11.2 11.0 7.4 9.2 8.8 12.3 na

(Forints per US dollar)
Exchange rate (end-year) 207.9 180.3 213.6 191.6 172.6 173.9 na
Exchange rate (annual average) 224.3 202.7 199.6 210.4 183.6 172.1 na

External sector (In millions of US dollars)
Current account -6,697.9 -8,791.3 -8,417.5 -8,533.4 -8,895.5 -13,029.6 -4,000.0
Trade balance -3,271.2 -3,555.4 -2,795.4 -2,575.8 435.1 126.3 5,000.0
– Merchandise exports 42,793.9 55,279.9 62,827.3 73,321.0 93,434.1 105,837.5 80,000.0
– Merchandise imports 46,065.1 58,835.3 65,622.6 75,896.8 92,999.0 105,711.2 75,000.0
Foreign direct investment, net 478.8 3,404.8 5,586.3 3,639.7 2,197.2 4,684.7 2,400.0
Gross reserves, excluding gold (end-year) 11,411.5 14,495.9 19,830.6 20,535.6 22,313.3 35,095.3 na
External debt stock 51,976.9 68,499.6 84,247.9 102,279.3 134,260.2 176,885.2 na

(In months of imports of goods and services)
Gross reserves, excluding gold (end-year) 2.5 2.5 3.1 2.8 2.5 3.4 na

(In per cent of exports of goods and services)
Debt service3 14.0 14.8 15.3 12.5 12.4 17.2 na

Memorandum items (Denominations as indicated)
Population (end-year, million) 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 na
GDP (in billions of forints) 18,914.9 20,695.5 21,993.1 23,775.3 25,479.4 26,620.5 26,000.0
GDP per capita (in US dollars) 8,314.3 10,089.9 10,913.1 11,214.7 13,784.6 15,381.6 na
Share of industry in GDP (in per cent) 25.6 25.8 25.9 26.0 25.5 25.1 na
Share of agriculture in GDP (in per cent) 3.7 4.1 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.7 na
Current account/GDP (in per cent) -9.4 -9.5 -8.3 -7.9 -6.9 -8.6 -3.0
External debt – reserves (in US$ million) 40,565.4 54,003.7 64,417.3 81,743.7 111,947.0 141,789.9 na
External debt/GDP (in per cent) 61.6 67.1 76.5 90.5 96.8 114.4 na
External debt/exports of goods and services (in per cent) 100.0 103.7 111.0 118.0 121.6 140.5 na

1 Data from labour force surveys.
2 Data are based on Eurostat methodology (ESA95), excluding part of the cost of pension reform.
3 Excluding inter-company loans.


